What is all the buzz about going curb-less?

Curb-less showers were originally designed to provide a more
accessible shower for all ages and abilities. They have now become one of
the most in-demand, aesthetically pleasing features in any size bathroom
within the home. Offering a curb-less shower option to your customers will
set you apart in the competitive economy we have today! Who installs a
curb-less system? YOU, the builder, the plumber, the tile installer… the
truth is - any trade on the job could become the installer.

ARC TrueDek Classic Bases are structural, pre-sloped pans available
in 15 different sizes with a 4” square drain. This product is 7/8” thick and

was designed to span 16”-on-center joist systems as well as hold up to 840
lbs. You do NOT need to notch, cut, or tamper with structural joists in
any way. Installation in a nut shell; you cut out your subfloor, add blocking
around the perimeter of the base and drain, put down construction
adhesive, place your pan, screw it down, connect drain, seal joints, and
waterproof – DONE! If necessary, you can trim the pan down up to 6” from
the drain or mud out the difference to obtain the exact shower size desired.
This system accommodates an ABS or PVC connection and you do not
need access from below for installation. The drain location on a classic
ARC base is not quite centered, this way you can rotate the pan to miss a
joist or other obstacle. When ordering the classic base system, you only
need three SKUs; the required pan size, the waterproofing kit, and the
drain in the desired style and finish.

TrueDek Classic Drains are constructed of stainless steel and ABS
plastic. Each drain comes complete with the drain body, decorative grate,
drain gasket, and the waterproofing compound to create a completely
watertight drainage system. All drains include a 2” PVC solvent weld
shower drain line connector. These drains can be adjusted to meet the
height of the tile being used, starting at ¼” and up to a maximum height of
1”. The grate height can be adjusted up to the exact height of the tile to
ensure proper water flow. With a 2” diameter waste line connection it will
handle a water flow rate of approximately 6-7 gallons per minute.

ARC linear shower pans, also known as ShuffleDek bases, are used
when building a curb-less shower system where large format tile is desired.

A linear drain shower pan pitches in one direction allowing a larger tile to
be used without seeing the valley cuts. The drain gulley is fully molded into
the structural base and is adjustable from left to right up to 5-5/8”. This
allows more flexibility with the shower pan location and the ability to miss a
joist or other obstacle. A 2” no-hub drain connector is supplied with each
ShuffleDek. Be sure to allow clearance for the no-hub coupling to slip over
the outlet; the wall thickness is about 3/8". A drain line connection cannot
be completed from above so you will need access from below this base.
Currently there are three ShuffleDek sizes available to order. Keep in mind
you can use the 12”x48” Pitch Extension or mud out the difference to
achieve the desired size if it is larger than the pre-determined base size.
When ordering this system, you only need two SKUs: the required pan size
with appropriate drain location and the waterproofing kit. These pans come
with a tile-able linear drain, making finish guesswork a thing of the past.

Remodeling again in a few years? No problem! Chip tile off the pan,
touch up the waterproofing and tile again! This system carries a limited
lifetime warranty and is made of recycled materials. TrueDEK foundations
are fully compliant with applicable codes: International Plumbing Code,
Universal Plumbing Code, International Residential Code, and the
National Plumbing Code of Canada. Plus, TrueDEK bases comply with
IAPMO PS 106-2015e1, Tile-able Shower Receptors and Shower Kits
standard. All sizes of ARC TrueDek Classic Bases & ShuffleDek bases
are stocked at Supply New England, Warwick.
https://arcfirst.net/
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